
Food Technology 
Food Technology at Nobel is about making food and understanding 
what makes up our food and how different ways of making (methods) 
can affect the taste, texture, smell and appearance of the food.

1. Before you start cooking for this week’s challenge, please read the 
safety and hygiene rules below and the cutting methods on page 2.

2. Read the recipe on page 3 to page 5. 

3. Please take an action photo of you cooking and one of the final 
product.  Keep your photos safe so I can reward you in September 
for all your hard work.

4. Happy cooking.



Bridge and claw cutting methods

In Food Technology lessons, we use the bridge method if we can get 
our hand across the length of the fruit or vegetable e.g., a tomato, 
potato, apple and pepper.    Please watch this clip on the bridge 
method.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qN0GCLXfHWY

If the fruit or vegetable is too long e.g., cucumber and carrot, we use 
the claw method. Please watch this clip on the claw method. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wVJUD8SSQRA

If you can’t watch the clips, please read the instructions below on 
the cutting methods.

Bridge cutting method Claw cutting method

1. If you can get your hand across the 
length of the fruit or vegetable e.g., 
a tomato, potato, apple and pepper, 
use this method.

2. Place the flattest side on a chopping 
board.

3. Form a bridge with the thumb and 
index finger of one hand and hold 
the item on the chopping board.

4. Hold a small vegetable knife in the 
other hand and position the blade 
under the bridge and cut firmly 
downwards.

1. If the fruit or vegetable is too long 
e.g., cucumber and carrot we use 
this method.

2. Place the flattest side on a chopping 
board.                  

3. Shape the fingers of one hand into a 
claw shape, tuck the thumb inside 
the fingers.

4. Rest the claw on the item to be 
sliced.

5. Hold the vegetable knife in the other 
hand, slice the item, moving the 
clawed fingers along the fruit or 
vegetable as the cutting continues.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qN0GCLXfHWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wVJUD8SSQRA


1. An adult must be with you in the kitchen.

2. Wash your hands.  Put on your apron if you have one.

3. Preheat grill, medium heat.

4. Prepare all toppings.  Wash peppers and mushrooms with cold water, if you are using them.  
Any loose black spots you see on the mushrooms is soil and must be removed.

5. See clips on page 2, if you are slicing fruits or vegetables. Use the bridge and/or claw 
method.  Choose the right cutting method for the fruit, salad ingredients or vegetables you are 
using.

6. Grate cheese using the large holes on the grater.  Be careful not to grate your fingers.

7. Slice cooked meat if necessary.

8. Place your bread on the grill rack.    

Pizza Toasts
2 slices bread 
Tomato based pasta sauce or 1/4 tin of chopped tomatoes with 1tbspn tomato puree and a 

sprinkle of basil or bbq sauce
No more than 3 optional ingredients e.g., 1/4 pepper or 3 mushrooms or (25g) of cooked meat 
25g Cheddar cheese (grated)
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9. Use oven gloves and grill one side of your bread until lightly golden brown.

10. Use oven gloves and remove from the grill and turn the slice of bread over so the 
uncooked side is the side you can see. The cooked side acts as an edible plate, it provides 
structure to the snack so you can hold it in your hands and eat it once the toppings have 
been cooked.

11. Add 1 tbspn of tomato based sauce or bbq sauce to your bread.

12. Add toppings e.g., mushrooms, pepper.  If using pepperoni and you want it crispy, add the 
cheese then the pepperoni.  For all other toppings, add the cheese last as it acts as a 
protective layer and prevents the pepper, mushrooms etc from drying out.
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13. Use oven gloves and grill toppings until golden brown.   Switch grill off.
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